Terms of Participation

1. Definition
5. Termination of Contract
1. Definition
5. Termination of Contract
1.1 “Exhibition” refers to the VIV Qingdao 2021 to be
at Qingdaorefers
Cosmopolitan
Sansha
Road,
5.1 Due Exposition
to the huge(No.3399
amount Sansha
of time,Road,
manpower and5.1
money
byhuge
the Organizers
solicitating
exhibitors,
promoting
1.1 held
“Exhibition”
to the VIVExposition
Qingdao (No.3399
2021 to be
held at
Qingdao Cosmopolitan
Duespent
to the
amount ofintime,
manpower
and money
spent the
by the Organi
The West Coast New Area, Huangdao District, Qingdao The
Shandong
Province,
from 15th District,
to 17th September,
2021. Province, China)
Exhibition
andtorenting
exhibition 2021.
hall, in the event that
the Exhibitor
expresses
its intention
terminating
West Coast
NewChina)
Area, Huangdao
Qingdao Shandong
from 15th
17th September,
Exhibition
and renting
exhibition
hall, inofthe
event thatthe
theContract,
Exhibitornoexpresses it
matter whether it has the right to terminate the Contract,
the whether
Organizeritshall
haveright
the to
right
to take the
the Contract,
followingthe
actions:
matter
has the
terminate
Organizer shall have t
1.2 “Organizer” refers to VNU Exhibitions Asia Ltd. 1.2 “Organizer” refers to VNU Exhibitions Asia Ltd.
5.1.1 Request the Exhibitor to bear the liability in accordance
with the
of bear
Articlethe5.4liability
and Article
5.5, unless
5.1.1 Request
theprovisions
Exhibitor to
in accordance
with the prov
VNU Exhibitions Asia Ltd. will exercise all the rights and
perform
all theAsia
obligations
other organizers
under
Termsallofthe obligations
otherwise
provide
under Article
6.2;Terms of
VNU
Exhibitions
Ltd. will of
exercise
all the rights
andthe
perform
of other
organizers
under the
otherwise provide under Article 6.2;
Participation on behalf of other organizers.
5.1.2 Notify the Exhibitor in writing regarding the termination
underthe
these
Termsinofwriting
Participation;
Participation on behalf of other organizers.
5.1.2 Notify
Exhibitor
regarding the termination under these T
5.1.3 Re-rent or use for Organizer purposes the space5.1.3
of the Re-rent
booth originally
the Exhibitor.
or use forconfirmed
Organizerbypurposes
the space of the booth originally
1.3 “Exhibitor” refers to individuals, enterprises or1.3
other“Exhibitor”
organizations
thatto are
assigned enterprises
with certainor space
the
refers
individuals,
other by
organizations
that are assigned with certain space by the
organizer and display their products or services in this Exhibition.
5.2 The Organizer may reserve the right to make claims
the Exhibitor
in respect
its losses.
organizer and display their products or services in this Exhibition.
5.2 towards
The Organizer
may reserve
theofright
to make claims towards the Exhibitor in r

1.4 “Co-exhibitor” refers to individuals, enterprises or1.4other
organizationsrefers
other to
than
the aforesaid
exhibitors
that display
5.3 than
Thethe
Organizer
have the
right
to terminate the
in writingshall
in any
of the right
following
circumstances:
“Co-exhibitor”
individuals,
enterprises
or other
organizations other
aforesaidshall
exhibitors
that
display
5.3Contract
The Organizer
have
to terminate
the Contract in writing in any
TotalWhere
Participation
Fee or fails
othertofees
onpayment
time, andoffails
payParticipation
in
their products or services at specific booths approved by
theproducts
Organizerorinservices
advance.
the to
Total
Fe
their
at specific booths approved by the Organizer in advance. 5.3.1 Where the Exhibitor fails to make payment of the
5.3.1
the Exhibitor
make
full after receiving demand from the Organizer;
full after receiving demand from the Organizer;
5.3.2
The Exhibitor
anyinclause
fails toThe
remedy
within
the time
by the
1.5 The Organizer or the Exhibitor may be referred to1.5
individually
as the or
“Party”,
and collectively
as the “Parties”
in thisas the “Party”, and
Exhibitor
violates
any limit
clauseprovided
hereunder,
andOrganizer.
fails to remedy within
The Organizer
the Exhibitor
may be referred
to individually
collectively
as theviolates
“Parties”
this hereunder, and5.3.2
Terms of Participation.
Terms of Participation.
5.4 For the above reasons provided in this clause, in5.4
the event
Participation
is terminated
the Exhibitor
when that
thereParticipation
For thethat
above
reasons provided
in thisbyclause,
in the event
are more than three (3) months prior to the start of theareExhibition,
Exhibitor
shall pay
50%
of the
Total
Participation
more thanthethree
(3) months
prior
to the
start
of the
Exhibition,Fee
thetoExhibitor sha
the Organizer as liquidated damages (if the Exhibitor has
such as
payment
to the
Organizer
in advance,
the Organizer
2. Application of participation & acceptance
the made
Organizer
liquidated
damages
(if the
Exhibitor then
has made
such payment to th
2. Application of participation & acceptance
shall directlyform.
confiscate such payment);
2.1 All the participation application shall be made through
thethe
submission
of application
shall directly confiscate such payment);
2.1 All
participation
applicationform.
shall be made through the submission of application

5.5Terms
For of
theParticipation,
above reasons
provided
in this clause, in5.5
the event
Participation
is terminated
the Exhibitor
within that
threeParticipation
2.2 Unless the Organizer changes the date of Exhibition
accordance
with the changes
Terms ofthe
Participation,
all the enterprises,
For thethat
above
reasons provided
in thisbyclause,
in the event
2.2 in Unless
the Organizer
date of Exhibition
in accordance with the
all the
enterprises,
(3) months form
prior toto the
the Organizer
start of the
Exhibition,
the Exhibitor
shallprior
pay to
in the
full the
Participation
the Organizer
as in full the
organizations or individuals intending to participate shall
submit their
application
form
the Organizer
before their
15 signed application
(3) months
startTotal
of the
Exhibition, Fee
the to
Exhibitor
shall pay
organizations
or signed
individuals
intending
to to
participate
shall submit
before
15
liquidated
damages
(if the Exhibitor
made such payment
the Organizer
advance,has
then
the such
Organizer
shalltodirectly
Aug, 2021. Once the exhibitor has submitted the application
form, Once
it shall
deemedhas
as making
a participation
offerform,
to the
liquidatedtodamages
(if theinExhibitor
made
payment
the Organizer in
Aug, 2021.
thebeexhibitor
submitted
the application
it shall be deemed
as making
a participation
offerhas
to the
confiscate such payment).
Organizers.
confiscate such payment).
Organizers.

2.3 All the exhibits of the Exhibitor shall fall into one
exhibits
catalog
of Exhibitor
the Exhibition.
Otherwise,
exhibits
2.3of the
All the
exhibits
of the
shall fall
into onesuch
of the
exhibits catalog of the Exhibition. Otherwise, such exhibits
6. Exemption Clause, Force Majeure and Rights Reserved
by the Organizer
shall not be displayed in the Exhibition.
6. Exemption
Clause, Force Majeure and Rights Reserved by the Organizer
shall not be displayed in the Exhibition.
6.1 Where all or part of these Terms of Participation6.1is unable
force
majeure
events (i.e.isunforeseeable,
Wheretoallperform
or part under
of these
Terms
of Participation
unable to perform unde
andtheinsurmountable
elements,
not limitedand
to fires,
floods or other
naturalincluding
disasters,
2.4 The submission of application form by the Exhibitor
deemed of
as application
having made
thebyparticipation
anddeemed asunavoidable
unavoidable
insurmountable
elements,
butepidemics,
not limitedavian
to fires, floods
2.4 shall
The be
submission
form
the Exhibitorrequest
shall be
having made
participation request
andincluding but
the behavior,
exhibitiongovernmen
influenza, wars, riots, acts of public enemy, terrorism,influenza,
public behavior,
government
policiesenemy,
or changes
in law,
fully accepting the provisions of the Terms of Participation.
wars, riots,
acts of public
terrorism,
public
fully accepting the provisions of the Terms of Participation.
hall or the place of Exhibition having electricity interruption,
being
to use normally
for reasons
not attributable
to the
hall ororthe
placeunable
of Exhibition
having electricity
interruption,
or being
unable to use
etc.), the
during
their sustaining
period, both Parties
shall not
the their
indemnification
liability both
arising
therefrom
(except
of itsExhibitor
exhibits,shall
and be
shall
the Organizer
with authentic
2.5 The Exhibitor shall be the manufacturer or distributor
Organizer
etc.),bear
during
sustaining period,
Parties
shall not
bear the indem
theprovide
manufacturer
or distributor
of its exhibits, andOrganizer
shall provide
Organizer
with authentic
2.5 The
as provided in Article 6.2). The Party incurred damagesasshall
immediately
of such
eventshall
and immediately
shall take notify th
documents of certification relating thereto.
provided
in Articlenotify
6.2). the
The other
Party Party
incurred
damages
documents of certification relating thereto.
all appropriate and legitimate measures to minimize the
caused
such events.
alldamages
appropriate
and by
legitimate
measures to minimize the damages caused by such e
2.6 After signing the application form, the Exhibitor 2.6
shall make
the advance
payment of
the the
stand
cost and
themake
residual
After signing
the application
form,
Exhibitor
shall
the advance payment of the stand cost and the residual
6.2 form.
In the
that theform
Exhibition
failsand
to be held at6.2
the date
venue
under these
of Participation
duevenue
to specifie
payment thereof in strict compliance with the date as payment
stipulatedthereof
in the application
form. Thewith
application
for stand in
andthe application
In theand
event
thatspecified
the Exhibition
fails toTerms
be held
at the date and
in strict compliance
the dateform
as stipulated
Theevent
application
for stand
a Force
Majeure
event,
Organizer has the
date and
venue
the Exhibition
in which
case and
it venue o
the Contract shall be deemed to take effect once the following
conditions
all satisfied:
theyonce
are signed/chopped
by
a Forcethe
Majeure
event,
the of
Organizer
has theunilaterally,
right to change
the date
the Contract
shall beare
deemed
to take(1)
effect
the following conditions
are all
satisfied:
(1) they
arethe
signed/chopped
by right to change
notify the has
Exhibitor
least 60
days prior to the shall
start notify
of thethe
changed
Exhibition
When
notice
the Exhibitor and sent to the Organizer for applicationthe(registration);
a letter(registration);
confirming and (2)shall
Exhibitor
at leastdates.
60 days
priora written
to the start
of regarding
the changed Exhibit
Exhibitor andand
sent(2)tothe
theOrganizer
Organizerhas
for sent
application
the Organizer
sent aat letter
confirming
changeonof the
the relevant
date andapplication
place of the
Exhibition is any
sentchange
to the Exhibitor
dueand
to place
a Forceof Majeure
event, isit sent
shalltobethe
deemed
participation to the Exhibitor, or the Organizer has affixed
its seal toto the
indicated
the relevant
application
form,
of the date
the Exhibition
Exhibitor due to
participation
the space
Exhibitor,
or theonOrganizer
has affixed
its seal
to the spaceany
indicated
form,
that these Terms of Participation have been changed. Ifthat
thethese
Exhibitor
to attend the
on the Ifamended
date refuses
or
showing that the application has been accepted.
Termsrefuses
of Participation
haveExhibition
been changed.
the Exhibitor
to att
showing that the application has been accepted.
venue and demands the cancellation of its contract venue
with the
shallofpay
least 30%
Total the Exh
andOrganizer,
demands the
the Exhibitor
cancellation
its at
contract
with of
thethe
Organizer,
Exhibition
Fee tofrom
the Organizer
in theshall
formnotof a preliminary
preparation
the Exhibition
andofincurred
losses.preparation covering the
2.7 The submission of the application form and the confirmation
of receiving
suchapplication
applicationform
fromand
thethe
Organizer
shall not
Exhibition
Fee to covering
the Organizer
in the form
a preliminary
2.7 The submission
of the
confirmation
of receiving such
application
the Organizer
constitute the Organizer’s approval of application or consent
of using
the corresponding
by the Exhibitor.
In case
that the corresponding stand by the Exhibitor. In case that
constitute
the Organizer’s
approvalstand
of application
or consent
of using
6.3Organizer
Where may
the Exhibition
to and
be held
or has the
any Exhibition
changes due
majeureorelements,
the space or place of the stand applied for by the Exhibitor
is inappropriate,
the stand
Organizer
mayforadjust
theExhibitor
space and
place
6.3 Where
failstotothe
be aforesaid
held or isforce
interrupted
has any changes du
the space
or place of the
applied
by the
is inappropriate,
the
adjust thefails
space
placeor is interrupted
thelife
Organizer
shall not risk
be held
losses,
damages
injuries shall not b
of the stand applied for by Exhibitors subject to the consents
bothapplied
Parties.for by Exhibitors subject to the consents of both Parties. or any life risk or property risk arises from such elements,
such
elements,
the or
Organizer
or any
risk or property
arisesliable
fromfor
of the of
stand
of any nature regardless of how such losses, damages,oforany
injuries
occur
or who of
is involved
exceptdamages,
for:
nature
regardless
how suchin,losses,
or injuries occur or who is in
Physical
damages
incurred
the willful
or gross
negligence
2.8 Without the prior written consent of the Organizer,
Exhibitorthe
shall
notwritten
move, consent
exchange
its stand
any shall not move,6.3.1
6.3.1
Physical
damages
incurredofbythe
theOrganizer;
exhibits due to the willful or gross n
2.8the Without
prior
of or
theshare
Organizer,
thewith
Exhibitor
exchange
or share
its stand
with by
anythe exhibits due to
6.3.2approved
The steal
theOrganizer
exhibits or
due toThe
thesteal
willful
negligence
the Organizer.
third party, or transfer part or all of its stand to third third
party party,
(otherorthan
the Co-exhibitor
or thethan the Co-exhibitor
of or
thegross
exhibits
or otherofdamages
incur due to the willful or g
transfer
part or all ofapproved
its standbyto the
thirdOrganizer
party (other
byofthe
or other
the damages incur6.3.2
company for which the Exhibitor acts as an agent). Except
for for
thewhich
specific
of stand
theanOrganizer
assigns for
to the specific space of stand the Organizer assigns to the
company
thespace
Exhibitor
acts as
agent). Except
6.4 not
Where
thirdother
party space
incurs (including
such losses, damages
to theparty
failure
of participation,
or failure
Exhibitor leased by Exhibitors under the Terms of Participation,
the Exhibitor
shall not
takethe
up Terms
any other
space (including
6.4or injuries
Where due
any third
incurs
such losses, negligence,
damages or act
injuries
due to the failu
Exhibitor leased
by Exhibitors
under
of Participation,
the Exhibitor shall
take any
up any
of performance
of the obligations,
or theoremployees,ofservants,
agents,
contractors
or invited
of theservants,
Exhibitor,
the contracto
passageway and other stand not used) within in the exhibition
hall.and
Theother
Exhibitor
only distribute
materials
or The Exhibitor
performance
of the
obligations,
or thepersons
employees,
agents,
passageway
standshall
not used)
within in printed
the exhibition
hall.
shall only distribute
printed materials
Exhibitor shall ensure that the Organizer is exempted from
liabilities.
make advertisement promotion within the scope of its make
stand.advertisement promotion within the scope of its stand.
Exhibitor
shall ensure that the Organizer is exempted from liabilities.

6.5 In any event, the Organizer shall not be liable for
of theshall
property,
6.5damages,
In any theft
event,and
thelosses
Organizer
not beitems
liableand
for exhibits
damages,caused
theft and losses
by the Exhibitor or its related staffs. The Exhibitor shall by
be the
fullyExhibitor
liable fororthe
losses incurred
by Exhibitor
the Organizer
employees,
3. Co-exhibitors
its related
staffs. The
shall or
be its
fully
liable for the losses
3. Co-exhibitors
andwho
management
personnel.
3.1 In principal, each booth of the Exhibition shall3.1onlyIn be
used byeach
onebooth
Exhibitor
whoExhibition
has signed
Terms
of by oneagencies
agencies and management personnel.
principal,
of the
shalltheonly
be used
Exhibitor
has signed
the Terms of
Participation.
Participation.

of Acoustic
3.2 If any individual or unit other than the Exhibitor3.2displays
product inorthe
it shall make
special
7. Control of Acoustic Noise
If anyitsindividual
unitExhibitor’s
other thanbooth,
the Exhibitor
displays
its product in 7.theControl
Exhibitor’s
booth, Noise
it shall make special
7.1 The
The approval
volume ofofthe
sound broadcasted
the exhibition
hall or
shall
not exceed
70 Exhibitor
decibel within the
application with the Organizer and obtain the writtenapplication
approval of
thethe
Organizer.
shall of
be the Organizer.
7.1by the
The Exhibitor
volume ofwithin
the sound
broadcasted
produced
by the
with
OrganizerTheandapproval
obtain of
theCo-exhibitors
written approval
Co-exhibitors
shall be or produced
(below
90 commitment
decibel within
the machine
display area)(below
to ensure
the Exhibition
willmachine
be conducted
a professional
and Exhibition
based on the standards as provided in Article 2. Co-exhibitors
sign related
ensure that shall
they sign related
90 decibel
within the
display inarea)
to ensure the
based on shall
the standards
as written
providedcommitment
in Article 2.toCo-exhibitors
written
to ensure
that they
undisturbed atmosphere. In case that the Exhibitor refuses
to comply
with the Instipulation
clause, refuses
the Organizer
shallwith the st
will abide by the provisions of the Terms of Participation.
undisturbed
atmosphere.
case thatofthethisExhibitor
to comply
will abide by the provisions of the Terms of Participation.
reserve the right to take corresponding measures.
reserve the right to take corresponding measures.
3.3 The Exhibitor shall be liable for the debts and faults
Co-exhibitors
andliable
otherforcompanies
represents
it
3.3 of
TheitsExhibitor
shall be
the debtsitand
faults ofasitsif Co-exhibitors
and other companies it represents as if it
undertakes its own responsibilities. The Exhibitor shallundertakes
also provide
the lease
of the booth
relatedshall
service
such the lease of the booth and related service for such
its own
responsibilities.
Theand
Exhibitor
also for
provide
8. Booth Set-up and Design
Co-exhibitors and companies.
8. Booth Set-up and Design
Co-exhibitors and companies.
8.1 In case that the Exhibitor who designs and sets8.1
up the
booththat
by the
itselfExhibitor
has additional
serviceand
needs
of the
In case
who designs
setsinuprespect
the booth
by itself has
partiesand
other
thanofcontractors
by thethird
general
meeting
to contract
design and set-up of the booth, it may contact thirddesign
set-up
the booth,designated
it may contact
parties
other than
require them to provide services such as booth furniture,
decoration,
and such
infrastructure.
Exhibitor
shall fill maintenance
in
4. Payment
require
them tomaintenance
provide services
as booth The
furniture,
decoration,
4. Payment
to the Organizer
all the7required
the booth
4.1 Initial payment of the Participation Fee: the Exhibitor
shall pay
50% of
Participation
Fee Exhibitor
within 7 shall
days pay
of 50% of and
and to
submit
to theset-up.
Organizer all the required forms related to the booth set-up.
4.1 Initial
payment
of the
the Total
Participation
Fee: the
the submit
Total Participation
Fee within
days of forms related
receipt of the official invoice sent by the Organizer thereceipt
Exhibitor
shallofficial
pay 50%
of the
Participation
7 days
of the
invoice
sentTotal
by the
OrganizerFee
the within
Exhibitor
shall pay 50% of the Total Participation Fee within 7 days
8.2 The
Exhibitor shall comply with the applicable laws
the Exhibitor
People’s shall
Republic
of China
and applicable
related management
of Republic
after the application form has been signed. and 20% should
be seen
as the form
exhibition
deposit.
8.2 ofThe
comply
with the
laws of therules
People’s
after the
application
has been
signed. and 20% should be seen as the exhibition
deposit.
the exhibition hall throughout its set-up of booth by itself,
employees
its contractor,
and shall
ensurebyallitself,
the set-up
worksor its contra
the exhibition
hallorthroughout
its set-up
of booth
employees
and machine
set-up process
withworks
the foregoing
Duringarethein course
of setting
4.2 Residual payment of the Participation Fee: the Exhibitor
shall pay
the remaining
50% of theFee:
TotaltheParticipation
Fee pay the remaining
and machine
during thestipulation.
set-up process
compliance
with up
the foregoing
4.2 Residual
payment
of the Participation
Exhibitor shall
50%works
of theduring
Total the
Participation
Fee are in compliance
theOrganizer
booth, the
Exhibitor
usebefore
water, electricity
gasthe
without
permission.
booth set
the permiss
before 15 June, 2021. If the Exhibitor submits the signed
application
15 June,
2021 and
before form to the
the and
booth,
Exhibitor
shall notMeanwhile,
use water, the
electricity
andupgasbywithout
before
15 June,form
2021.to Ifthe
theOrganizer
Exhibitor after
submits
the signed
application
after
15 June,shall
2021notand
shall not affect the display effects of otherExhibitor
Exhibitors
In thetheevent
thateffects
other of
exhibitors
around make
15 Aug, 2021. The Total Participation Fee shall be paid 15
in one-off
installment
the Exhibitor.
shallaround.
not affect
display
other Exhibitors
around. In the
Aug, 2021.
The TotalbyParticipation
Fee shall be paid in one-off installment byExhibitor
the Exhibitor.
reasonable requests, the Exhibitor shall have the obligation
to make
adjustment
or changes
its set-up
of booth. toMeanwhile,
reasonable
requests,
the Exhibitor
shalltohave
the obligation
make adjustment or
Exhibitor
shall do
good clean-up
work for its booth
keep its
booth
addition,work
t he for
Exhibitor
shalland
report
4.3 The applicant or Exhibitor will receive the confirmation
notice
of theorlistExhibitor
of otherwill
expenses
technology
theand
Exhibitor
shall
do atidy.
goodInclean-up
its booth
keeptoitsthebooth tidy. I
4.3 The
applicant
receive(for
the example,
confirmation
notice of the list the
of other
expenses
(fora example,
technology
Organizer
writing3 days
whenafter
it cannot
set the
up the boothOrganizer
under such
condition.
All the
exhibitors/builders
of raw
space
services, promotion materials) from the Organizer, andservices,
shall make
the foregoing
payment
3 days after
receiving
in writing
when
it cannot
set up the booth
under
suchbooths
condition. All th
promotion
materials)
from within
the Organizer,
and shall
makethe
the foregoing
paymentinwithin
receiving
shall pay a set-up management fee to the builder of the
main
notice.
shall
payvenue.
a set-up management fee to the builder of the main venue.
notice.

booth shall conform
to design
the stipulation
of the Exhibitor
Manualshall
guideline
prepared
by
4.4 The Exhibitor may participate into the Exhibition 4.4
and use
booth may
only participate
after it hasinto
made
paymentand
of use
the Total
8.3 The
and construction
of the booth
conform
to the stipulation
of
Thethe
Exhibitor
thefull
Exhibition
the booth only8.3
after The
it hasdesign
madeand
fullconstruction
payment of ofthetheTotal
the Organizer. The set-up of the booth shall not do damage
to any part
the exhibition
hall; shall
in case
destruction,
theof the exhib
Participation Fee and other expenses.
the Organizer.
Theofset-up
of the booth
notofdosimilar
damage
to any part
Participation Fee and other expenses.
Exhibitor shall be responsible for the compensation to the
Exhibition
related thirdforparty.
Exhibitor
shall and
be responsible
the compensation to the Exhibition and related thi
4.5 In the event that the Exhibitor delays to pay any4.5
fees hereunder,
fails
pay in full
aftertoreceiving
then and fails to pay in full after receiving demand, then
In the eventand
that
thetoExhibitor
delays
pay any demand,
fees hereunder,
4.5.1 The Organizer shall have the right to terminate4.5.1
the Terms
Participation,
and confiscate
deposit paid
by of Participation, and confiscate the deposit paid by
The of
Organizer
shall have
the right totheterminate
the Terms
the Exhibitor, and request the Exhibitor to bear the liability
in accordance
with thethe
Article
5 hereof;
the Exhibitor,
and request
Exhibitor
to bear the liability in accordance with the Article 5 hereof;
4.5.2 The Organizer shall reserve the right to recover 4.5.2
all the The
feesOrganizer
payable from
Exhibitor.
shall the
reserve
the right to recover all the fees payable from the Exhibitor.

14. Photography, Movie, Video and Sketch
9. Exhibits Transportation
14. Photography, Movie, Video and Sketch
Only individuals
badge
of the Organizer
maythetake
photos, make
or of the Organizer may take photos, make sketches or
for the cost of9.1
transporting
its exhibits
exhibitionfor
hall.
The Exhibitor
shall tobethe
responsible
the cost of transporting its exhibits 14.1
to the exhibition
hall. who obtain the authorization and
14.1validOnly
individuals
who obtain
authorization
and sketches
valid badge
videos. In any event, making photos or images or videos
of other
accordance
the exhibits
in theofstand
videos.
In anynature
event,inmaking
photoswith
or images
or videos
otherisnature in accordance with the exhibits in the stand is
prohibited.
In case oforbreach
this clause, the Organizer
may request
to turnofinthis
all the
materials
recordedmay
andrequest
may them to turn in all the materials recorded and may
of the name and
of the exhibits
to thethe
Organizer
or to
the and
transportation
9.2 quantity
The Exhibitor
shall submit
list of the
name
quantity of the exhibits
to the Organizer
to the of
transportation
prohibited.
In casethem
of breach
clause,
the Organizer
further take legal measures to trace accountability. further take legal measures to trace accountability.
(10) days before
the supplier
openingitofdesignates
the Exhibition.
service
at least ten (10) days before the opening of the Exhibition.

14.2 outside
Where
is needed the
withbooth
special
priortime is needed with special lighting being used, prior
hibitor shall not
any the
of its
exhibits ends,
outside
exhibition
9.3remove
Before
Exhibition
thethe
Exhibitor
shallhall.
not remove any of its exhibits
thephotographing
exhibition hall.the booth out of the normal
14.2 opening
Where time
photographing
outlighting
of the being
normalused,
opening
consent of the Organizer shall be obtained and the major
circuit shall
thethe
electrician
of the
consentsurrounding
of the Organizer
shall be
be opened
obtainedbyand
major surrounding
circuit shall be opened by the electrician of the
exhibition
hall. The
Exhibitor
shall
the cost.
hibition hall caused
transportation
or removal
of the exhibits,
the Exhibitor
9.4 by
Forthe
damages
of any part
of the exhibition
hall caused
by the transportation
or removal
of the
exhibits,
thebear
Exhibitor
exhibition hall. The Exhibitor shall bear the cost.
to the exhibition
and relatedfor
third
shall hall
be responsible
theparties.
compensation to the exhibition hall and related third parties.
14.3 The Organizer shall have the right to make photos,
movies shall
and videos
in accordance
withphotos,
the exhibits
on movies and videos in accordance with the exhibits on
The Organizer
have the
right to make
pictures,
14.3 pictures,
advertisement
promotion
or general
publication.
The
thesupplier
right to use them
the exhibits within
hall shall
be carried
the service
9.5 the
The exhibition
transportation
and removal
of out
the by
exhibits
within supplier
the exhibition hallthe
shallExhibition,
be carriedand
out shall
by thehave
service
theinExhibition,
and shall
have the
right to media
use them
in advertisement
promotion or general media publication. The
copyright of such works shall be the property of the Organizer.
designated by the Organizer.
copyright of such works shall be the property of the Organizer.

15. Intellectual Property
Move-out 10. Move-in, Personnel Allocation and Move-out
15. Intellectual Property
15.1 In case
thatOrganizer.
intellectualThe
property
dispute occurs15.1
during In
thecase
Exhibition,
the Organizer
shalldispute
notify relevant
department
he time for move-in
andExhibitor
move-out
designated
by the
The exhibition
10.1 The
shall
comply with
theOrganizer.
time for move-in
and move-out designated
by the
exhibition
that intellectual
property
occurs during
the Exhibition, the Organizer shall notify relevant department
handle
strict ofcompliance
the provisions ofand
thehandle
applicable
of thewith
State.the provisions of the applicable regulations of the State.
f the stipulated
set-up
a space
which theset-up
Exhibitor
space
that time
is notshall
usedbeondeemed
the lastasday
of theofstipulated
time shall be and
deemed
as ita inspace
which thewith
Exhibitor
it in regulations
strict compliance
sed of by thewaives
Organizer
its discretion.
the atright
of use and may be disposed of by the Organizer at its discretion.
15.2 The Exhibitor shall respect the intellectual property
exhibitorsshall
or enterprises
the industry.
15.2of other
The Exhibitor
respect the within
intellectual
propertyInofcase
otherthat
exhibitors or enterprises within the industry. In case that
court
decisions ofDuring
the administrative
department
of intellectual
property
that one
exhibitor’sof intellectual property evidence that one exhibitor’s
mission to participate
theExhibitor
Exhibitionwho
hasobtains
the obligation
of participation.
DuringthetheExhibition has
10.2 The
the permission
to participate
the judgments
obligation oforparticipation.
the
court
judgments
or decisions
of theevidence
administrative
department
exhibits,
documents,
promotional
other items
infringedpromotional
the intellectual
property
of another
hall ensure appropriate
staffs aretime,
allocated
to the stand.
The exhibitor
shall staffs
not are allocated
stipulated opening
the Exhibitor
shall ensure
appropriate
to printed
the stand.
The exhibitor
shall notmaterials orexhibits,
printedhave
documents,
materials
or other
items have infringed the intellectual property of another
exhibitor,
OrganizerWhere
shall have
right to remove such
exhibits,
documents,
promotional
materials
giving
rise to
or dismantle have
the stand
before
the end the
of the
Exhibition.
Where the exhibitor
the right
to remove
exhibits
or dismantle
stand before the end
of thethe
Exhibition.
the exhibitor
exhibitor,
theprinted
Organizer
shall have
right to remove
such
exhibits,
printed documents, promotional materials giving rise to
infringement
of the Exhibition, and shall have theinfringement
right to confiscate
objects until
Exhibition
the
hall have the breaches
right to require
a compensation
of RMB shall
5,000.have the right to require a compensation
such stipulation,
the Organizer
of RMBout5,000.
out of such
the Exhibition,
andthe
shall
have theends,
rightclose
to confiscate
such objects until the Exhibition ends, close the
stand of the infringing exhibitor, and/or expel such exhibitor
staffs out
of the exhibition
venue
although
it has
stand ofand
the its
infringing
exhibitor,
and/or expel
such
exhibitor
and no
its staffs out of the exhibition venue although it has no
to dothe
so. materials
The Organizer
to exclude
infringing
exhibitor
participating
bitor shall clean
and shall
the materials
useditstobooth
set upproperly, andobligation
10.3its booth
After properly,
the exhibition
ends,remove
the Exhibitor
shall clean
shall remove
used shall
to setalso
up have the right
obligation
to do the
so. The
Organizer
shall from
also have
the rightexhibitions
to exclude the infringing exhibitor from participating exhibitions
return restore the
in the
future.
case such
measures
are proved to beinunfair,
the Exhibitor
make are
compensation
request
eadline set bythe
thebooth
Organizer,
the booth
its deadline
original condition
set by theand
Organizer,
booth
to itsInoriginal
condition
and return
or forrestore
the display
withintothe
the future.
In case shall
such not
measures
proved to be
unfair,towards
the Exhibitor shall not make compensation request towards
the Organizer.
it to the Organizer.
the Organizer.

15.3 Once signing the Terms of Participation, the Exhibitor
deemed
having
its exhibits
15.3 shall
Oncebesigning
theasTerms
of committed
Participation,that
theallExhibitor
shalland
be deemed as having committed that all its exhibits and
the packages thereof do not infringe the intellectualthe
property
of others.
anyinfringe
commodity
or service property
displayedoforothers. Once any commodity or service displayed or
packages
thereof Once
do not
the intellectual
11. Management Fee and Overtime Fee
and within the
exhibition
the Exhibition
planned
to betheheld
at, suchhall which provided
by theplanned
Exhibitor,
conduct
such as promotion
is proved
constituteor infringement
of the
provided
by thetoExhibitor,
its conduct such
as intellectual
promotion isproperty
proved to constitute infringement of the intellectual property
11.1
As forhall
thewhich
construction
of the stand
within
exhibition
the Exhibition
to or
beitsheld
at, such
unt of management
fee.hall
Suchmay
feecharge
shall bea paid
by amount
the constructor
of the stand.
party,
the Exhibitor
commits
booth
immediately.
of anyitems
thirdfrom
party,itsthe
Exhibitor
commits to remove related items from its booth immediately.
exhibition
certain
of management
fee. Such fee shallofbeany
paidthird
by the
constructor
of the
stand. to remove related

to use the stand
normal
time, itdesires
shall notify
or
15.4
Organizer
not have hall
to prove
decisions
andshall
conducts
it makes
towards
the Exhibitor.
The
15.4 ofThe
Organizer
not have
to prove
the adequacy
of decisions
and conducts it makes towards the Exhibitor. The
11.2out Inofcase
thatworking
the Exhibitor
to usethe
theexhibition
stand out hall
of normal
working
time,The
it shall
notify shall
the exhibition
or the adequacy
he overtime fee
its own cost.
Exhibitor agrees to respect any decision or conduct ofExhibitor
the Organizer.
Exhibitorany
shall
not have
the rightoftothe
request
the The Exhibitor shall not have the right to request the
agreesThe
to respect
decision
or conduct
Organizer.
theatorganizer
in advance, and shall pay the overtime fee at its own cost.
Organizer to make any compensation, unless the Exhibitor
can prove
the gross
negligence or unless
willfulness
of the Organizer.
Organizer
to make
any compensation,
the Exhibitor
can prove the gross negligence or willfulness of the Organizer.
ment fee and11.3
overtime
shall refer
to the tariff
schedule fee
of the
Thefee
standard
of charging
management
andexhibition
overtime hall
fee shall refer to the tariff schedule of the exhibition hall
t.
which the Exhibition planned to be held at.
16. Handling the Breaches during the Exhibition Period
16. Handling the Breaches during the Exhibition Period
16.1 Where the Exhibitor or its Co-exhibitors, representatives,
staffs,
breach the
provisions herein
16.1 Where
theagencies,
Exhibitor contractors
or its Co-exhibitors,
representatives,
staffs, agencies, contractors breach the provisions herein
or, Organizer12.
andSafety
Exhibition
Hall
during the move-in, display and move-out of the Exhibition,
Organizer display
shall have
right toofrestrict
the entrythe
of the
during the move-in,
and the
move-out
the Exhibition,
Organizer shall have the right to restrict the entry of the
Responsibility
of the Exhibitor, Organizer and Exhibition Hall
m the conduct
or negligence
of consequence
the Exhibitor arises
or its Co-exhibitors,
representatives,
ExhibitorororitsitsCo-exhibitors,
relevant staffs,
remove the breaching exhibits,
closing the
breaching
and shallexhibits,
have theorright
Exhibitorororeven
its relevant
staffs,
removebooth,
the breaching
even closing the breaching booth, and shall have the right
12.1
Where any
from the conduct
or negligence of the Exhibitor
representatives,
nce participating
intoagencies,
the Exhibition,
the Exhibitor
shall ensure
that the into
Organizer
to permanently
thethat
Exhibition
qualification of thetobreaching
enterprise.
All the
losses qualification
shall be borne
Exhibitor.
permanently
cancel the
Exhibition
of by
thethe
breaching
enterprise. All the losses shall be borne by the Exhibitor.
staffs,
contractors
or the audience
participating
the Exhibition, the
Exhibitor shallcancel
ensure
the Organizer
esentatives, management
personnel, employees,
and other management
agents will notpersonnel, employees, agents and other agents will not
and its person-in-charge,
authorizedagents
representatives,
e aforesaid personnel
any expenses,
responsibilities,
losses or
are suedbear
or any expenses,
16.2 responsibilities,
Where the Exhibitor
violates
the or
P.R.C. laws, 16.2
the Organizer
reserve the
right the
to engage
the liability
of the shall reserve the right to engage the liability of the
Where shall
the Exhibitor
violates
P.R.C. laws,
the Organizer
incur any bear
loss therefrom.
In case
that the aforesaid
personnel
losses or
are sued
he full liability.claimed against, the Exhibitor shall bear the full liability.
Exhibitor.
Exhibitor.

tion goes smoothly
safely,toall
exhibitors
andExhibition
builders shall
12.2 and
In order
ensure
that the
goespurchase
smoothlythe
andthird
safely, all exhibitors and builders shall purchase the third
urance for staffs
the Exhibition
andand
the related
exhibits.insurance
Where the
makes
Settlement
17. Dispute Settlement
partyat liability
insurance,
for Organizer
staffs at the
Exhibition and17.
theDispute
exhibits.
Where the Organizer makes
Organizer certification
being
fully insured.
In anytheevent,
the Organizer
shallofnot
17.1 InThe
Participation
shall 17.1
be construed
and of
governed
by theand
laws
of the People’s
The Terms
Participation
conditions
shall be Republic
construedof and governed by the laws of the People’s Republic of
requests,ofthe
Exhibitor
shall provide
Organizer
certification
being fully insured.
anyTerms
event,of the
Organizer and
shallconditions
not
profit loss incurred
by liable
the Exhibitor)
caused
by elements
out loss
of itsincurred
control,byeven
China.by elements out of its control, even if
China.
be held
for any loss
(including
the profit
the ifExhibitor) caused
of construction,
completion,
renovation
or withdrawal
at the set-up,
exhibition
suchset-up,
elements
have caused
the failure
of construction,
completion, renovation or withdrawal at the exhibition
ge of the Exhibition;
partial
changes toorthe
Termsofofthe
Participation.
17.2 toThe
comply with the applicable 17.2
or futureThelaws
and regulations
relating
Terms oforParticipation
Exhibitor
shall comply
with to
thethe
applicable
future laws and regulations relating to the Terms of Participation
venue; or
fullfull
or or
partial
cancellation
change
Exhibition; or full or partial changes
theExhibitor
Terms ofshall
Participation.
and the performance of conditions, made and published
Organizer or
connection
withand
contracts
of holding
and by
thethe
performance
of inconditions,
made
published
by the the
Organizer or in connection with contracts of holding the
hall operate 12.3
strictly in
to the
and operate
use stipulation
and rules
by the localof government
or Exhibition,
the head ofand
therules
exhibition
made hall.
by the local government or the head of the exhibition hall.
Theconformity
Exhibitor and
its operation
builders shall
strictly of
in the
conformity to Exhibition,
the operation
and made
use stipulation
the
check and supervision
of the
process
by relevant
staffs
and strictly
exhibition hall,
anddecoration
consciously
obey the
check and
supervision
of the decoration process by relevant staffs and strictly
thereto,
it shall
the Shanghai
management comply
system during
thesafety
construction
period. Inmanagement
case of breach
resulting
in the construction
17.3 period.
Where Inany
dispute
arisesresulting
from thein Terms of Participation
or related
17.3 Where
any dispute
arises
frombe
thesubmitted
Terms of to
Participation
or related thereto, it shall be submitted to the Shanghai
with the
and fireproofing
system
during
case
of breach
Arbitration Commission for arbitration in accordance with
its arbitration
rules. for
The arbitration
arbitration inaward
is final with
and its
binding
on rules. The arbitration award is final and binding on
rty, the Exhibitor
shall bear
full liability.
Arbitration
Commission
accordance
arbitration
damages
to thetheExhibition
or any third party, the Exhibitor shall bear the full liability.
the two Parties.
the two Parties.
hibitor shall be
liable the
for the
its exhibits,
furniture
and for the safety of its exhibits, stand, furniture and
12.4fullyDuring
termsafety
hereof,of the
Exhibitor stand,
shall be
fully liable
in-charge, authorized
representatives,
personnel, employees,
equipment.
The Organizermanagement
and its person-in-charge,
authorizedagents
representatives, management personnel, employees, agents
18.therefrom.
Entire Contract
ty for personaland
or other
property
losses
arising
therefrom.
18. Entire Contract
agents
shall
not bear
any liability for personal or property losses arising
18.1 This Exhibitor Application Form and the Terms18.1
of Participation
andApplication
other applicable
lawsthe
andTerms
the rules
of the
This Exhibitor
Form and
of Participation
and other applicable laws and the rules of the
exhibition
contract
Exhibitorhall
andconstitute
the Organizer.
commended 12.5
or designated
by the
Organizer
therecommended
Exhibitor, the or
Exhibitor
may by the Organizer
exhibition
the entire contract between the Exhibitor and the Organizer.
As for third
party
servicefor
units
designated
forhall
theconstitute
Exhibitor, the
theentire
Exhibitor
may between the
ch service units
at its relevant
discretion.service
Wherecontract
the Exhibitor’s
participation
is affected
for
execute
with such
service units
at its discretion.
Where the Exhibitor’s participation is affected for
Except
for amendments
or changes
in Article
6.2)forwhich
may be made
unilaterally
upon written
notice
or may settle reasons
the dispute
in accordance
withthe
theExhibitor
provisionmay
of the
service
contract,
18.2
Except
amendments
or changes
(as specified
in Article
6.2) which may be made unilaterally upon written notice
of such
service units,
settle
the dispute
in accordance18.2
with the
provision
of the service
contract,(as specified
by relevant
as units
agreeddoes
in this
other amendments,
changes
waivers
the application
ispute or liability
between
the Exhibitor
such service
units
does notbetween
involve the Exhibitor
by relevant
party as agreed
in thisor Terms
of on
Participation,
otherform
amendments, changes or waivers on the application form
provided,
however,
that anyand
economic
dispute
or liability
and suchparty
service
not Terms
involveof Participation,
and Terms of Participation shall be confirmed in writing
by the shall
both be
parties.
In case
any conflict,
thisemail) by the both parties. In case of any conflict, this
and(including
Terms ofemail)
Participation
confirmed
in of
writing
(including
the Organizer.
contract shall prevail over other related rules and implementation
of prevail
the Exhibition.
contract shall
over other related rules and implementation of the Exhibition.

13. Damage to the Exhibition Hall
19. Severability
igence at its 13.1
best effort
the exhibition
hall ordue
all diligence
the decoration,
equipment
or the exhibition
19. Severability
The for
Exhibitor
shall perform
at its best
effort for
hall or all the decoration, equipment or
19.1
event
that the provision of the Terms of 19.1
Participation
technology
invalidof orParticipation
incomplete,or technology guideline is legally invalid or incomplete,
and shall ensure
that
no damage
made to hall,
such and
property.
In theorevent
that theguideline
provisionisoflegally
the Terms
other
property
withinwill
thebeexhibition
shall ensure that no damage will be
madeIntothe
such
property.
the validity of other provisions or related contract shallthenotvalidity
be affected.
such circumstance,
the parties
hereto
shall
of otherUnder
provisions
or related contract
shall not
be affected.
Under such circumstance, the parties hereto shall
thenegligence
obligation ofto the
change
the invalid
and/or
achieve the
economic
erty incurs any
the act or negligence
the Exhibitor
or itsdue to thehave
the supplement
obligation torelevant
change provisions
the invalidto provisions
and/or
supplement relevant provisions to achieve the economic
13.2damage
Wheredue
thetoExhibition
its propertyofincurs
any damage
act or
Exhibitor
or its provisionshave
both
Parties pursue
theexhibitor’s
largest extent.
ncies, contractors
and other representatives,
individuals usingstaffs,
the exhibition
for the exhibitor’s
purpose both Parties pursue to the largest extent.
Co-exhibitors,
agencies,hall
contractors
and other individualspurpose
using the
exhibition
hall fortothe
for the restoration
andthemake
compensation.
reason,
Exhibitor
shall be responsible for the restoration and make compensation.
19.2 In case of any discrepancy between the Chinese
andofEnglish
version of between
the Termstheof Chinese
Participation,
19.2 version
In case
any discrepancy
versiontheand English version of the Terms of Participation, the
Englishforversion
shall prevail.
zer, the Exhibitor
arrange
insurance
for the
relevanttheproperty
English version shall prevail.
13.3 shall
Upon
the request
of the
Organizer,
Exhibitorwithin
shall the
arrange insurance
the relevant
property within the
surance policyexhibition
to the Organizer
the checking
service
supplier
of the
hall, andorsubmit
the related
insurance
policy
to insurance
the Organizer or the checking service supplier of the insurance
documents designated by the Organizer.

